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This week in police news...

	Shelburne Police Service responded to 82 calls for service between July 21st and July 28th.

Male with 5 previous impaired driving related convictions, arrested and charged again by Shelburne Police:

On Monday July 22nd Shelburne Police responded to a driving complaint.  As a result the driver of a white Mazda pickup truck was

stopped and investigated. The driver, 58 year old Charles Clackett of Shelburne was arrested and charged for impaired operation and

operation with over 80mg blood alcohol. The breath tests indicate that Mr. Clackett had more than double the legal limit of alcohol

in his system. The investigation also revealed that Mr. Clackett had been convicted 5 previous times between 1983 and 2010 for the

same offence. Mr. Clackett has a court date in August.

Drug search warrant results in marijuana and ecstasy seizure ? 3 arrested and charged:

Shelburne Police executed a search warrant on a Main Street residence as the result of ongoing drug investigations. A small

marijuana grow operation was closed down through this warrant. Additionally a quantity of packaged marijuana and a significant

quantity of ecstasy pills were seized.  18 year old Zachary Montgomery, 47 year old Glenn Halfyard and a youth are facing

numerous charges under the Controlled Drug and Substance Act. The youth cannot be named due to provisions the Youth Criminal

Justice Act.

Noisy party results in drug possession and probation breach charge:

In the early morning hours of Saturday July 27th Shelburne Police attended a residence on Second Avenue due to a late running

noisy party.  The investigation quickly expanded when a significant quantity of marijuana was located and found to belong to one of

the party goers.  As a result 18 year old Jake Cooke of Orangeville was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana, breach of

probation and a liquor licence act charge. He was released on an appearance notice with a court date at the beginning of September.

Thefts from vehicles ? reminder to lock cars and remove valuables when parked:

Shelburne Police recently completed the lock it or lose program designed to remind and encourage residents to lock their vehicles at

all times when they are parked. It is also important not to leave any valuables or electronics visible inside. However many people

continue to leave their vehicles insecure ? especially when parked at their homes.

Items such as GPS units, cellphones, wallets, tools and jewellery in plain sight ? especially in unlocked vehicles attract those with

criminal intentions.

On Sunday morning Shelburne police investigated an incident on Second Avenue where electronics and other valuables were stolen

from an insecure vehicle.

If anyone has any information regarding this or any other incidents, please call the Shelburne Police at 519-925-3312 or leave an

anonymous tip at crime stoppers.
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